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September 14, 1950

Mr. Dillard S. Gardner  
Marshal-Librarian  
N. C. Supreme Court Library  
Raleigh, North Carolina  

Dear Dillard:

I am most concerned by the contents of your two most recent communications! I certainly do hope that the Chapter is not permanently fouled up by having elected two greenhorns as officers at the first meeting they attended!

I completely misunderstood you about the refund from Miss Finley, the national treasurer—I thought that that was just a one time proposition—not one for each year! If my misunderstanding means that we have forfeited the refund I am most abject in my apologies. Of course, I shall write to her at once.

And I did not understand what you meant in your letter to Sarah about being behind about the minutes. Please explain that to me—and any other duties that I might just be in the dark about. I had thought that the minutes did not have to be up till the time for the next meeting.

Thanks for the clippings. It is impossible for us here in S. C. to clip the N. C. papers, so your help in collecting this material for me is just invaluable. You are always such grand help to us that I guess we sort of depend upon you.

Write to me soon—and set me straight.

Cordially yours,

"Little Tex"